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ABSTRACT 

In the general framework of stochastic control theory we 
introduce a suitable form of stochastic action associated to the 
controlled process.Then a variational principle gives all main features 
of Nelson's stochastic mechanics. In particular we derive the expression 
of the current velocity field as the gradient of the phase action. 
Moreover the stochastic corrections to the Hamilton -Jacobi equation 
are 1n agreement with the quantum mechanical form of the Hadelung fluid 
(equivalent to the Schrb'dinger equation). 

Therefore stochastic control theory can provide a very simple 
model simulating quantum mechanical behavior. 
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I - INTRODUCTION 

Î ! 

Methods based on the theory of stochastic processes have been 
very useful for the Investigation of the physical properties of quantum 
mechanical models and quantum field theory (see for example [l-7j and 
references quoted there). 

In fact in the last years there have been continuous efforts 
to enlarge the overlapping area between quantum mechanics and probability 
theory, not only from the point of view of methods and techniques but 
also with reference to physical interpretation (see for example [8,9J )• 

Moreover the merging of quantum mechanics and probability 
theory stimulated research aiming at the foundations of a new " quantum 
probability " theory (see for example [lo] and previous references quoted 
there ). 

It is very well known that there is a close relation between 
classical mechanics and deterministic control theory 111] • In particular 
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be understood as programming equation 
for an optimal control problem, as it will be also recalled in Section 2. 

Therefore, on the basis of the previous considerations, it is 
very natural to investigate about possible connections between quantum 
mechanics and stochastic control theory. Here a typical difficulty 
arises. In fact the programming equations of the standard versions of 
stochastic control theory are not time reversal invariant in general and 
describe a typical parabolic behavior. On the other hand quantum mechanics 
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is time reversal invariant and the resulting candidate for a programming 
equation is the Hadelung form of Hani1 ton-Jacobi equation with quantum 
mechanical corrections. In this case the programming equation describes 
more some kind of hyperbolic behavior, with no essential dissipation 
involved. 

But 1t is easy to see that a proper choice of the stochastic 
action allows a generalization of the classical case. Then 1t 1s possible 
to reach the objective of connecting stochastic control theory and 
quantum mechanical behavior. 

The purpose of this paper is to give a complete and coincise 
account of the emerging general structure. 

For related work on the connections between quantum mechanics 
and stochastic control theory we refer to [12,13,14J , where different 
ideas and techniques are developped. The analogy between non-linear 
filtering and quantum physics is investigated in [l5J . The relevance 
of stochastic control theory also for classical mechanics is stressed 
in [l6J . 

The paper is organized as follows : 

Section 2 is dedicated to a brief review of the classical 
case, showing the connections between classical mechanics and determi
nistic optimal control theory. For a more detailed and precise treatment 
we refer to [jl]. Our considerations are introduced in order to familia
rize the reader with the general structure of the problems in control 
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theory and prepare the grounds for a natural generalization to the 
stochastic case. In particular we find of some interest to recall that, 
even in classical mechanics, the Hamilton-Oacobi principal function S 
can be introduced as a field of Lagrangian multipliers, connected with 
a constrained variational problem, where initial and final densities of 
the classical fluid 1n configuration space are kept constant. 

In Section 3 we Introduce the general frame of the stochastic 
control theory employed In the following. In particular we recall some 
of the useful formulae connected with the solutions of stochastic 
differential equations. 

Section 4 contains the definition of the stochastic action 
associated to the general controlled process. Various different action 
functionals are introduced and their connections are pointed out. We 
find also convenient to give the explicit expression for the variations 
of the action functionals as a consequence of a change in the controlling 
drift field. 

The main results of this paper are found in Section 5. In fact 
we establish two equivalent versions of the stochastic variational 
principle. In one version the variations of the controlling drift field 
are constrained in such a way that the density of the controlled process 
is kept fixed at initial and final times. In the other version only the 
initial density is fixed and no constraints are put on the control field, 
but additional terms are introduced in the action functional. The 
equivalence of the two principles allows' the interpretation of the phase 
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function S as a field of Lagrangian multiplier connected with the 

constraint of fixed density. 

The stochastic variational principle allows then to derive 

the whole structure of stochastic mechanics [l7,18j . In particular we 

show that the expression of the mean velocity field as the gradient of 

the phase action follows easily as a consequence of the variational 

principle, as In the classical case. Moreover the stochastic corrections 

to the classical Hamllton-Jacobl programming equation are shown to 

reproduce correctly the quantum corrections, provided the strength of 

the disturbing noise in the control equation is properly adjusted as 

a function of the Planck constant. Therefore the Schrbdlnger equation 

can be interpreted as a consequence of the stochastic variational 

principle. 

Finally Section 6 deals with possible further development and 

applications of the theory. 

In conclusion the authors would like to thank Sanjoy Hitter, 

Michèle Pavon and Giorgio Picci for very useful discussions. Special 

thanks go also to Dr Kunio Yasue for a detailed explanation of his work 

on stochastic calculus of variations. Finally some very useful remarks 

and comments by Professor Wendell Fleming are gratefully acknowledged. 
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2 - CLASSICAL MECHANIC AND DETERMINISTIC CONTROL THEORY 
.....—...... .......—....... .......r—... 

Me only recall some basic facts. For a more complete treatment 

we refer to [ll] . Our account will be very simple minded and pedagogical. 

In fact we consider this Section as a preparation to the more complicated 

case of stochastic control theory developped later, where all essential 

features are more or less direct generalization of the classical case. 

Let us consider a dynamical system with configuration space</5. 

For the sake of simplicity we assume <K z R , but our considerations 

can be easily generalized to the case where <K is a general Riemannian 

manifold, with metric given by the kinetic energy, as it will be shown 

elsewhere [l9J . 

We consider trajectories of the type : 

evolving in time according to a feedback control law enforced by the 

differential equation 

2) j(t) = v(V*>, t). 
the control field v is some given time dependent vector field on « % . 

Here v(-, t) é R"-

 4 t0 $ b ç t ± . 

Standard conditions of regularity on V (see for example |20,2l] ) 

assure existence and uniqueness for the solution of 2) for some given 

condition at time t , t„ S t « t 4 , 

3) <}(£')= *' • 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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In some cases it is relevant to explicitely show in the notation the 

condition 3). Then we write Q (i • x\ i') for the solution of 2) 

satisfying 3). 

The following properties hold 

4, «,(*;*,*)=* ; <}(*; qtV; xtt) , t') = X. ; 

For sufficiently regular fields F(>,i) on R" we define the 

substantial time derivative through 

5) (DF)(* it) = Jev«(At f fF(^( t+At ; 3 : , t ) > t + ât ) -FM)J ; 
At<*0 

clearly i t is enough to Icnow qft') for t in a small interval containing 

fc in order to evaluate 5). 

By taking into account that 

6) F(llt+At)*,t)t b+At) - F(xtt) = 

= (%F)fat)&t + frFfat). (l(t*AtiXtt)-x) + 0(Wr)3 

q(Ult)xit)-x = ir(vjt) àt -t- Q(Ut)1) t 

we Immediately have 

7) (T>F)(x,t) = (\F)(*>t) + «Y»,fc) • (7FJ £«, fc ) . 

In particular for the specification field 

8) q(x>b) = q(*}xtt) = x 
we have 

9) (3)?)(*,t) - W*,fc) j 

CPT.82.P.M28 
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while for the generic trajectory < t ( l ' i X t t ) we have 

as a consequence of the control equation 2). In fact 

il) (3>t)(tW)= GU (6t)'iU(i,i'\lUàtiXtt),U&t)^lt,iz 
ài->Û l 

and 10) follows from the last of 4). 

From the definition S) we also have the transport equation 

12) FfqlO.O-FWt.),*.)- ffP'XWU** , 
where <)/il 1s a general trajectory controlled by v with end points 

<\l*o) at K a n d l^i) a t *• • 
He introduce the canonical Lagrangian 

13) Jt : TcM, -* R 

where TJ% is the tangent bundle on c/4 , jcec/S , «* € ~T<J4>K 

(the tangent space to ^ in at ) . Here we have simply Jt- JR , 

Then the action - J spent by the controller, while moving 

the point from time t , starting at x , to time t^ , is defined as 

U) - l M i t 4 ; , r ) = f f c f t f e W ) . v f r f t i ^ n U f c ' , 

for C 0£ t é t ^ . Notice that I in 14) depends only on the 

specification of V in the time interval [t, t ] . The following 

additivity property holds 

CPT.82.P.14Z8 
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for tp {, t i tx ' 

well 
It is veryAknown that action functional s of this type find 

applications in the classical calculus of variations, where usually 

some additional conditions are enforced for the end points of trajectories. 

It is therefore also convenient to Introduce action functional s with 

additional end point contributions, which act as a kind of Lagrangian 

multipliers, as 1t will be clear later. 

For some given smooth field S 4(-) on tM» we define 

16) T(*,t; t^S^tr) = K*,**^ JT ) + 

for t e $ 6 S t^ . Then we have the following property 

17) T(Xi,t. ; tx t $± j v) a J(af., t, ; t ^ t } v ) , 

where t, ê t ê t t and the field S t is given by 

18) $h ( x ) B J (=r, fc j t 4 , JS* ; i r ) . 

Uhen there is no danger of confusion we keep only the specification 

( & , t j v ) in 14) and 16) and suppress the dependence on t i > $>± 

in the notations. As a consequence of 7) and 10) we have that I and 7 

satisfy the following transport equations with the appropriate final 

boundary conditions 

19) (Dl)(»,t>ir)« .Cfr.vftriO) â I6A)=° , 

20) (l>T)(*,tiV)= JC(*,v(*,t)) } 3(.,t*)=$J.) . 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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The basic laws of classical mechanics, i.e. the Newton second principle 

of dynamics, or the equivalent Hamilton-Jacobi equation, can be easily 

established through variational principles, by exploiting the functionals 

1 or T . 

Consider for example J . In addition to the control W ' v t ) , t 0 é t i t 

appearing in 14), 16), we introduce also another control tr'fo t ) , 

i o i i t t i . , and call 3> , J 1 , <|'(*; *..t») the corresponding 

substantial derivative, action functional and controlled trajectory. 

Then we have 

21) D'( 3- 1 ) « £ (*, •»'(*,t))-1(x, V (*,t)) + (ID-*')3 = 

a J- w (u'*-v
tJ+ 6r-v').7J . 

Let us now integrate along q' ( t ; re», t o ) , t „ é t s t 4 j 

by exploiting the transport equation 12) and the common boundary condi

tion 20) for 7 and J* , we have 
x 

22) jfato.t.iir)-j(* 0 Jt. ; v ) = 

c» *• J 

Now we exploit this basic formula along two lines. First of all let 

us define 

23) &ir(*,l}-= v' (x,t) - v(rtt) 

and consider in 22) only first order variations in S v . Then we have 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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Therefore» If we assume that under any small variation of the control 

iT-» iT+ Svr the variation of 3 Is zero, then we must necessarily 

' have 

25) ->rft,t) = -i-(P:r)(*,fc;v) J 

for any point x reached by the control.sd trajectory at time t , 

t, 4 t * t i . Therefore 1f we Impose Ô * T = O . V x , , then 

i 25) must hold everywhere. 

Formula 24) SIÎOWS the typical structure of the classical variational 

problem. In fact we can impose Sj(acojt,;-ir)= O for X 0 € & , 

where 0" is some open set of the configuration space Of, . Then the 

condition 25) will hold in the causal shadow of & .i.e. for all points 

x which can be reached at time Û by trajectories controlled by i f 

and starting in &*.at time tB . In the next Sections it will be apparent 

that this typical " fibration " of the classical variational problem 

does not carry through the stochastic case, where some average procedure 

will be necessary in order to introduce action functions. 

It is clear that the gradient condition 25) implies the 

Hamilton-Jacobi equation. In fact if we call S the functional T 

corresponding to the stationarizing control 25) 

26) &(x,h)B Tfatj H ) 

then we must necessarily have 

27) (\$)(x>b)+J~ ( * * )V* .0+ V60«o 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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with the boundary condition 

28) $f-,t4) * $,(•) , 

following from 20) , z 

It 1s Important to recall that 27) Is equivalent to the second principle 

of dynamics in the following hydrodynamlcal form. Define the acceleration 

field through 

29) A(x>*1 «= (3>v)(v,t)= (\v)(*,t)+ (tr*Vv)(xti) . 

Notice that for V* V*J$/*A 29) reduces to 

30) ^ ^ ) r l 7 f ^ + i (7S)Z) , 

therefore 27) Implies 

3D *.(*,t) = - •£• fl^x) , 

and this is the Newton equation in local form. Vice versa i f 30) and 

31) hold then 

32) V( %$+ - £ - ( # ) * + V ) = 0 . 

Therefore for some ot(t) we must have 

33) 'V £ + -L. (Vè?+V - <*(*) . 

Putting 

34) J f r .O- !*^>*> - / / • " « **' 
we have that S satisfies 27) and 28), while s t i l l iT= PS /Wv . 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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The second way of exploiting formula 22) leads to considerations 

of optimal control theory. In fact assume that a solution S exists for 

the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 27) with the boundary condition 28). 

Consider 22) with V given by the Hamilton-Oacobi control tr= 7&/\n , 

so that 3 = S, .and for a generic v . Writing v in place of v for 

convenience, we have 

35) J (*.,to ; v) - £ (x., t.) = 

Since the r.h.s. is negative unless v satisfies v*= V{&/wi , then 

we have that the Hamilton-Jacobi control is optimal in the sense that 

36) "3(l.,to;v) $ $(x..,to) , Vir J se» € cK> , 

while 

37) j(-X,tU} V$/vw) = ^(^U) . 

It is also possible to show that the field S t , appearing in the 

definition of the action functional J in 16), can be interpreted as 

a field of Lagrangian multipliers, corresponding to a new variational 

problem where the action functional now is Ï defined inl4) but the 

variations of the control field are not free but subject to suitable 

constraints. He give some details about this rather remarkable fact, 

which holds also in the stochastic case as will be shown in Section 5. 

First of all let us introduce a kind of hydrodynamic picture 

in classical mechanics, also in reference to the control problem. Instead 

of considering single trajectories we consider clouds of particles moving 

CPT.82.P.1128 
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under the action of the control field. Therefore we assume that some 
density «? e(0 is given at the initial time t o on the configuration 
space. By acting on each single particle the control field will let the 
density P ( ' j t ) evolve in time according to the continuity equation 

38} O 40(*>*) =- ?'(?foO *•(*»*)) , 
with initial condition 

39) ?('»*o) = ?„(•)• 
The connection between the fluid picture and the particle picture 
is easily established by introducing the transition " probability 
densiti " from time t to time t defined by 

40) Jp{y,tix',V) = $(*- <K*;x',*')) • 
The o function on the r.h.s. assures the deterministic motion of the 
particles forming the fluid. Notice that 40) is meaningful also for t s t . 

The deterministic transition probability 40) satisfies the forwards 
equation 

4i) (D tf)(*,t;oc' Jt ,)+ v ' fer*,*; *',*'; v(»,fr)) = o 
with boundary condition 

42) iiw jb£a-,fc;x',t') = E C * - * ' ) > fc->fc* ' 
and the backward equation 

43) (p*f ) f > * * ; *'i * ') = ° , -| 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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where "D* , defined In 7), acts on the (x\i') variables. 

The following identity of the Kolmogorov type Is also easily checked 

as a consequence of 4) 

44) +(*,t,)%\t») = 

with no restriction on the ordering of t . t', t . 

Finally the evolution of the density can be easily expressed in the form 

45) f(»,t) = J-f>^,t; w'.fc'J çf*', t") d x ' . 

Variations of Jp and ç under a change of the control variable 

ir->-»/ = V* Sir can be easily found starting from 43). In fact 

by using the same method as given by 21), 22), we find 

where -p and •£* refer to the controls if and -u-' respectively. 

By exploiting 45) we have also the variation of the density in the form 

47) ? ( * * . * * ) - ?(**,**) -

Now we are ready to establish a constrained variational principle. We 

consider X (aro,,i«; t*. ; v ) and Its f i rst order variation 

48) (SI) fot. J t* j *) = v* J * fiiT. (>!/* -v)Jf <} ft;*., t.), t) «It =• 

= *.( | [Siy-(vi/w»-v-)]CarJfc)^^ar>t;aro>f-o)d3cott / 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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which is found by following the same method leading to 24). Notice 

that I does not contain the boundary term with S , as J in 16). 

It is also convenient to introduce the average 

**) A {t.tt± ; ft, ; ir) B - \ l(x*fr }U)v)?.(*•)**. j 
then 48) and 45) give , 

50) (Sfl)(*.,t»;?.iv) = -*w[ [ ç S t f . ( n / « - v ) ] ( x , t ) àxAt. 

te ^ 

Now we explore the consequences of the variational principle 

si) (Stilt»,** ; p, ; v) - o , 
under the following constraint for S t T 

») (*?)(**, M = O , V r 4 . 

From 47) we have 

53) F f (zt, tt ) = J \7f (x«,t* ; », t ) . (f SuM», O d x «I t , 

then the constraint 52) obliges f W to be " orthogonal " in 

Û ( R " x £'l'0|t±3 , «t*olfc) to all functions of the type 

Therefore from the condition 51) and the identity 50) we can not conclude 

that V * VZ/ym. must be true but only that the difference v-Vl/*n 

must be in the linear hull spanned by functions of the type 54) for 

all mlues of ac t . Therefore there must be some Sj(.) such that 

55) ** *(,,t) = 71 (x,t; or) + PJXfxOK**.** ; *.*) ^ \ • 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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Therefore If we define, for V given by 55) 

56) £ (*, t ) = 2 (x, t } v) + / fit (xt)ffa,t± ) -*,i)àx± 

then the constrained variational problem 51), 52) enforces the 

Hamllton-Oacobi form of the control 

57) ir(r, t ) = (r$)(*, t) / vn , 
while it is simple to check that the equation 27) holds for 5, with 

the boundary condition 28). In conclusion we have seen th«.u the constrained 

variational problem 51), 52) is equivalent to the variational problem 

b?sed on J* . They both lead to the Hamilton-Jacobi structure. The 

principal function S can be interpreted as a field of Lagrangian 

multipliers associated to the constraints of fixed density. From this 

point of view S is the field conjugated to P , in agreement with the 

fluid picture of classical mechanics as expressed by the equation 27), 

38), 57) I e Hamilton-Jacobi fluid). 

Let us remark that the constrained problem corresponds to 

making stationary the average action A of 4g), under variations of V , 

while keeping fixed the boundary densities ?(•, fc„) and f £ « , t 4 ) . 

Since it is always possible to smoothly interpolate many ? ( • > t •) 

between fixed end point densities, there will be many possible choices 

of v compatible with the constraints, as follows from 38) interpreted 

now as a condition on V in correspondence of some interpolating p . 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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Let us conclude this Section with few remarks, related to 
obvious extensions of the methods here recalled. Clearly it Is possible 
to consider more general Lagrangians with respect to those of the type 
13). Of particular physical interest Is the Introduction of ter.» 
corresponding to generalized Lorentz forces 

58) £ -9 £ + A(xfb) • V(*tt) . 

All considerations developped in this Section can be extended to 58) 
with obvious modifications. For example now the Hamilton-Jacobi condition 
57) would read 
59) 1T (Or, t ) = ( A (X,i) -r (?£)(x,t)) / Vn . 

Moreover it is possible, by time reversal invariance, to consider varia
tional problems where for example T is modified through the introduction 
of terms related to the initial time t.. 

In the following Sections the whole scheme will be generalized to the 
stochastic case. 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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3 - KINEMATICS OF THE CONTROLLED STOCHASTIC THEORY 

In the stochastic theory we promote the classical variable <\{t) 

to a diffusion Markov stochastic process, still denoted by <j(fr), 

taking values on. the configuration space cAit»s IR , with a given 

Initial distribution ?,{•) at time t 0 . The control equation 2) Is 

replaced by the I to stochastic differential equation [22] 

60) d(\{i)= 1&, (q(t>,t)dt + dvcr(t) , 

where now t r . ( * > t ) Plays * ne r o 1 e ° f feedback control field and 

w(t) Is a Brownian motion on R with 

61) E(dW(i) I <j(i)=x) = O, 

6?) E(dv(UdW(è)l<l(t) = x)= 2»I db j (dt>o). 

In 62) I is the unit matrix corresponding to the Euclidean metric on 

R n and V is some fixed diffusion coefficient. We refer to J23,19j 

for the generalization to non flat Riemann manifolds. 

In 61) , 62) £(A'<i) are conditional expectations denoting the average 

of the random variable A under the condition that the event 8 happens. 

In general we denote by E ( A ) the (unconditional) expectation of the 

random variable A . 

For the density p (-, fc) of the process we have 

63) E(Ffatt),t)) = JF(x,t) f(xtt) dx J 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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while 60) Implies the forward diffusion equation 

6«) f^?)fr.O=-^ ̂ 0 ^ , ^ * 0 + *faf)fr.O , 
with initial condition 

For the transition probability density |D ( x , é ; at' , é ' 1 

t ?. t , we have the forward Fokker-Planck equation 

ee) (%jp)(x,t}*'lb')= -r-(py+))+»Af> , 
with Initial condition , 

67) & W - b f r , é ; x'/fc') = S Y a e - a e ' ) . 
* U ' r , 

Notice that Jp depends only on ir_ (not on P ! ) . The density is 

propagated in time through 

68) l l x l t ) = . f o ( * l t i x ' , t ' ) f ( x \ t > ) d x ,

i t>,t' . 

It is also convenient to introduce 

69) ^_,0,t) = T£, -2»V?/f , 
and define the osmotic velocity [l7J 

70) ^ ^ 6 ) = i-^-ar>)^/t)=>'Pf>/Ç = 2»VR. , 
where 

71) ?fr,fc) = -*-«P [Z R (x, t)] . 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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The current velocity Is defined as 

72) *(x,bï = £ ( *£, - ^-JO'fc) 

Then the diffusion equation 64) can be equivalents written either as 

a continuity equation 

or 1n the backward form 

It Is also useful to Introduce the linear diffusion operators 

Then 64), 74), 73), 70) can be written as 

Notice that we could also assume either V or tr_} as control fields. 

In the first case p would be defined through 73) with initial condition 

65), then 70), 72) would give x f + ) and iç_, in the form 

? 7 ) ^ ) ( * ' b > = ^ - "**• • 

In the second case p would be defined through 74), 65) and 70}, 72) 

would give -V and V as functions of t r and P . We prefer 

to keep V in the central position as a control field because it appears 

CPT;82.P.1428 
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in the basic control law 60) and In the following lto-Girsanov form.'*. 

Standard theorems [22,11] give the sufficient regularity 

conditions on i£.t which assure existence and jniqueness for the solutions 

of 60). More general control fields IT can be introduced, if the solu

tion of 60) is defined through the Ito-Girsanov formula (see for example 

theorem V.10.2 of [ll]). 

It is useful to introduce mean forward and backward derivatives 

Dp.. , which generalize the substantial derivative B in 7), according 

to the standard definitions [l7,lB] 

78) ( 2> f ± ) F)(x, b) = 

It is immediate to verify 

»> (»*>$)(*'*) = ^c*^ . i 
where <\ is the specification field ^ f a t ) * x , already introduced J 

in 8). For a generic field F/*>t) > under appropriate conditions of | 

smoothness, we have j 

80) (ILj F)(x,t) = (% F)(x,t) * i£t(*,t)'(VF)(*, t)±»(& F) Oct). 
He can also introduce the transport operators 

81) (At±)F)(x,t)= %,-V? ±VAF t ' 

(^ F)(x,l) = ir-rF 3 (SAF)(*,i)=4AVF+»àFt 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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so that 

Notice the following conjugation properties in 

While on the Hilbert space j}(Rnx R , Çelxdc) we have [Î7] 

84) D * s _ D 
<±> C?> 

It is convenient to recall that conditional expectations can 
be easily expressed in terms of transition probability densities. In 
particular we have, for h 2- t , 

85) E(F(iti)tk) I <ttt')= x') = 
= / F(z,t)j>(*,tj x', f) dx , 

while , in the case of forward conditioning, 

86) E (F(W)t t') /f/V - X ) = 

Clearly p ( l ) b ) must be different from zero if 86) has a meaning, in 
fact only in this case it is possible to inpose the conditioning <t[k) = x • 

Now we list some useful expressions involving the forward and backward 
derivatives defined in 80). 

CPT.82.P.1428 
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First of all let us recall that the backward Fokker-Pianck equation for 

the transition probability density can be written as 

87) f D ; ^ ) ^ ; * ' , 6') = o , t * e , 

where 2>' 1s defined 1n 80) and acts on the (x\t') variables. 

We also have [l7J 

88) ±:Elc(W*t) 6(l(*bti) r-
dt 

= E((2>(t)F)(<}(tht) G{fW))+£{^Xk,*ytto)) 
Moreover the following conditioned transport equations hold, as 

counterpart of 12), for i 0 6 t± , 

so) Ffa.i*) ~ E(F(<t(t.),t.)ll(h)= *t ) = 

= r * E (( *, FM**), t) i iih)=**) dt . 
0 

89) and 90) follows easily from the definition 78) and the Narkov property. 

In some cases it is useful to compare two different processes, one , <t[t) , 

evolving under the control V , and the other o'(t) • evolving under y1 

According to the general frame outlined before we assume that both 

processes have the same distribution density ç at time fc0 . Then we 

can easily give, under suitable regularity conditions, an explicit expres

sion for the averages of functionals Ff<|') of .e process c((t) , for 
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t 0 ë t ë C t , in terms of the sane functional s F/i») for the 

other process (\th) , considered as a known reference process. In fact 

the Ito-Girsanov formula [22,111 gives 

3D E(F(T)) -

where $!£,(*,*) = ( v ; ' _ v„, ) (*, (.) . 

Finally we give the explicit expression of the variations of the transi

tion probabilii ^nsity and the density corresponding to a change 92) 

in the control drift field, while the external Brownian noise and the 

Initial density are kept fixed. 

We follow the same method leading to 46) in the classical case. 

In fact we start form 87) and exploit the trick explained in 21), but 

using "Ù in place of H . Then we use the transport equation 89) 
the 

instead of 12). Also in stochastic case we end up with an expression 

similar to 46), where now p and -j>' are not given by 40), as in the 

classical case, but are the solutions of 66) or 87) with initial condition 

67). For the variation of the density in the stochastic case we still 

have an expression similar to 47), in fact 45) and 68) are structurally 

the same. The explicit expressions for the stochastic case are 
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92> f7x< ' , t ± ;s r . , 0 - fO^AJ * . . * . ) • = 

te 

This typical procedure will be also exploited in the following (see 110}). 

This ends our discussion about the kinematical properties of 

the stochastic control theory. The reader will notice that we have written 

most of Section 2 having in mind the generalization to the stochastic 

case. In fact the classical and the stochastic case are very similar 

and most of the structure is preserved, provided we take care of the 

fact that the Brownian disturbances produce the splittino of the velocity 

field y in î £ ( and o£. Some physical consequences of this splitting 

with reference to the quantum uncertainty principle and Bohr complemen

tarity are analyzed in J24,25j . 

In the next Sections we generalize the constrained and uncons- ; 

trained forms of the variational principle to the stochastic case. 

; I 
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4 - THE STOCHASTIC ACTION FUNCTIONALS 

, The main problem for the formulation of stochastic variational principles, 
leading to a simulation of quantum mechanical behavior, is to find the 
right action. Our proposal is the following. 

In analogy with the classical case 13) we introduce the Lagnngian field 
defined by 

! 93) £(x,t) = ±mirh(t,t).trM(xJt) -VU) , 

where i£.} is the control field and i£^ is defined through 69). Notice 
that the Lagrangian fields depends not only on i£., but also on the 
initial density P . This is a peculiar aspect of the theory. 

•0 

Clearly 93) is time reversal invariant. In fact for the time reversal 

transformation we have |l 8J 

94) < - » * ' = - £ j <j6fr)-» <\Hi')- *\lt) j X-> x'= x t 

As J>-»0 93) reduces to the classical case. 

In analogy with 49) let us define the average stochastic action, spent 
by the controller in order to move the system from time t 0 to time £4. , 
tf_ i f c i , for some initial distribution ^(* ) , 

95) A(t0/t, ; ?9 y ̂ J = 

ta to 
with £, given by 93). Notice the additivity property 
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96) A(t.,tt ) ?„; 1&,) = fi (te, t ; ?. ; *£,) + A(t, U ; ?t ; £,) , . 

where Ç> is f{-,fc) and to £ £ & à j . 

Let us point out the following intuitive physical picture at the basis 

of 95). 

Let 0,«t,,4i, ..,-âtfstj be an equipartition of the interval £ " t - ; t 4 } , 

with A4=(i,-t,)/W. First of all let us consider a classical trajectory 

a[h) s then we can assume the limit 

as an expression for the kinetic part of the action in the interval 

[ t t ^ i l according to the definitions 14) and 49). For the stochastic 

case let us modify 97) in the form 

Clearly 97) and 98) give the same limit in the classical case, because 

the change is only of second order in A 4 . On the other hand the limit 

98} does not exist in the stochastic case because <j(t) is nowhere 

differentiate. But we can take (conditional) averages on Jt in 98) 

before and then take the limit. Then it is immediate to verify that 

we have 
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so that the kinetic part of 95) 1s correctly reproduced. On the other 
hand the limit In 97) would give divergent results also in the case 
sane average is taken before. It is clear that the tendency of the 
Brownian motion to produce highly irregular trajectories for q(t) 
favours 98) oyer 47) as far as the convergence is concerned. In fact 
the contributions in 98) come from scalar products of the displacement 
in each infinitesimal time Interval multiplied by the displacement in 
the next interval. It 1s clear that only a physical explanation of the 
nature of the underlying Brownian motion could also produce a deeper 
justification of 98). For the moment 98) and the equivalent 95) are 
taken as basic assumption of our theory. 

Notice that 93) can be written in equivalent form 
93') £(x,b) = £ m(^-A*})(z,t) - V(x) t 

by exploiting the current and osmotic velocities defined in 70), 72). 
The minus sign before M. in 93') is physically relevant, it means 
that the osmotic part of the action plays more a role similar to a 
potential rather than a kinetic contribution. This is In agreement with 
the Schrodinger variational formulation for stationary states of quantum 
mechanical systems, where <«.* and V enter with the same sign in the 
energy functional, see for example [35J . 

It is also useful to introduce conditioned expectations for 98). 
It is very simple to prove, exploiting Markov property and the expression 
85), that 
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s -à-vn 

Analogous expressions hold for a forward conditioning at time "fc . 

Then we are motivated to Introduce the following forward and backward 

Lagranglan fields 

101) *i±) (3C,fc) * i m T ± ) C a r , ° ± Y ^ V ( 7 ' % : i y ' ' i ) ' y f ( x h 
for which on can easily prove 

io2) E ( £ (<\M>t)) = E ̂ r f | ^ J , *)J . 

We also define, for t 0 é "t é t ^ , 

103) Kr.t^j^).-fS^^j.é'j/fw-*;*1-

= -|flf/: (x',e')f(x',i'}x,i) dx'dt1. 
Notice that I satisfies the transport equation 

i 

ion) ( 3>wr)(jr(t) = £,„(*>*) » 

with the boundary condition ; 

105) i(-, *,.) = o 
Moreover 

io6) / ^ V i ; P. ; H*.}«-\[*fa.t.; **; ^ , )p>J d*c. 
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103), 104), 105) and 106) are the counterpart of 14), 19)j, 19) 2 > 49) 

respectively. 

In analogy with the classical case i t is also useful to Introduce action 

functionals with additional end point contributions. For some given 

smooth field j j^ (» ) on Ji» we then define 

107) 3 ( * , t ; t i t <S4 } <!£,) = 

= A(tBttx >?.;<>£,)-£(&{?«<))) = 

One easily checks the following 

109) (*m*)(*,t) - t^ (*,t) . 

Tf-A) = **(') • 
In order to introduce and prove variational principles it is necessary 
to obtain explicit expressions for the variations of the stochastic 
action functionals, introduced before, when the control field is changed 
from V to some other if., « T T . * S t f , while the initial 
distribution is kept fixed. He follow the same route as in 21). With 
obvious short hand notations, we have 

110) 3>' ( j L j ) . £ ' _ • £ + ( T> - 2>' J T := 
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Then the transport equation 89) and the boundary condition in 109) give 

m> (ST)(a:0,tp) = 

= -J*1J[(iwi^*Ç,) + »v7-W).K3CT/iJfffrlt>r.A)««x«lt 

If we multiply by Ç 0£x») » integrate on Ax0 , and get rid of P ' - S ^ 

through a simple integration by part on Ax , then we obtain 

H2) (S*)tU,U) = 

to 

By following the same method, but exploiting I in 110) in place of J, 

we also get 

113) (lf\)(t.,W) = 

which is the counterpart of 50). 

To the first order in Slf,., we have 

"4) ISeMM*) = O ( ^ - ^ l ' **&,{*»*) îfct) ax d t , 

lis) (^A)ft. (tJ= [ [ Cn.v-er).itfwr*,t)fr*,t)<**d.t. 

Let us also recall that the first order variation of the density at "^ is 

116) ($?)(**,t±) = 

as follows fro» 92).,. 

r • 
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Then we can state the equivalence between the variational principle 

based on and the constrained variational principle based on 

S"fl = 0 with Sçfr^.tJsO, Vx± . In fact, as in the classical 

case,, the condition S"fc»*D for any £•«£, Implies, as a consequence 

of 114), the Hani1ton-Jacobi condition 

117) nrOr.fr) = ( 7 ^ * , t ) / m , 

where we have called $ the value of 3" for the stationarlzing 

field (physical control field). On the other hand if SA = 0 for any $%,., 

satisfying Sç^'jti.) , we can not conclude that * v - ? I = 0 , 

but only 

118) mv-vi - vJéj*\.)-K**,**;*/4) i x i •> 

for some suitable function £ . . But 118) is equivalent to 117) in view 

of 107), provided the boundary term £ in 107) is chosen in agreement 

with 118). Therefore also 1n the stochastic case there is the interpretation 

of the jâ function as a field of Lagrangian multipliers associated 

to the density constraint at the final time in the variational principle. 

Notice that, while in the classical case the variational principles are 

based on conditions of the type S l ( ï a , t , ) s O or Sj(ac,, t » ) , 

here in the stochastic case they are based on the averaged conditions 

îf\=E(il((t(to,t.)) = 0 , £8= E(ÏJ(<}/Utc))=0 . In this 

way the density enters in an essential way in the dynamical evolution 

as the next considerations show. In fact let us now investigate about 
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the consequences of 117). Since $> coincides with J for the stationa-

rizing field we have j 

120) £(',t.) =&<.(•) • 

But for T^., we have 

121) •ur| = TT+ *u = ^â/wi + 2 ^ ^ R 

as a consequence of 117) and 70). If we substitute 121) in 119) then we 

find the following Hamilton-Jacobi equation with stochastic corrections 

122) fy S)fr,04£ (&ÎM + ̂ X ) - l*»((**$(*.*) *&*}(*•*}) = O 

The connection with quantum mechanics is established in the standard way j 

[17,18] . First of all we fix the diffusion constant so that , 

123) 2. v> = "fe /v*. . j 
i 

Then the Ansatz ! 

124) f(*,t) = Jf(X,t) JLXp (-£- & (*, t)) 

reduces the two real equations 73), 122) to the Schrodinger equation 

125) iX (\ï)(*,t) = - £ (**)(*.» + V(z)-if{*, t) . . 
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If we do not impose 123) then for the wave function 124) we find some 

non linear equation [26,27] instead of 125). 

Clearly all our considerations extend to the case where the 

action functional J 1s modified through boundary terms at the initial 

time t ( and in the case where linear terms in v are introduced 

in the Legrangian field 93). 

Finally let us notice, on the basis of equations 124), 107), 103) and 

' the connection between f> and 7 , that the expression of the phase 

function $ is given in terms of the physical control field i r = (v& +t?lO/m. 

; as follows 

where <\(±) is the process subject to the physical control f ield. 

I f the initial value &0 of £ is known, then we can write 126) in 

the equivalent form 

127) $(r,t) = £T ( $p (lH,})llt*i= * ) -*• 

as can be easily checked on the basis of the transport equations 69), 
90) and the conditioning identities 85), 86). 

As a consistency check of our theory it is also possible to connect the 
stochastic Lagrangian field 93) with the standard Lagrangian 
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giving rise to 124) through Euier-Lagrange independent variations of Y 

and y * . 
I 

In fact 128), with the Ansatz 124), reduces to 

129) I = - j [ \ $ -r j £ (V*)*+ £ <^) a

+ vjfoéj ?MU* . 

A simple calculation shows that 129) gives the equations 73), 122) of 

the Madelung fluid through Euier-Lagrange independent variations of £ 

and Ç . Oh the other hand by exploiting the continuity equation 73) 

and 117) one easily finds 

1 3 0 ) L = - jL^$lx,t)fCx,t)Ax+ E(jC(l!thb)) , 

where L is defined in 128), 129), £, is given in 93) and tf(t) is 

the associated process. Since the total time derivative is irrelevant 

we have the equivalence between our stochastic variational principle 

and the standard variational principle leading to Schrodinger equation 

from 128). 
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6 - CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

Me have seen that 1t is possible to choose the Lagrangian field in a 
stochastic variational problem so that the resulting programming 
equation corresponds to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation with the right 
quantum corrections. From this point of view stochastic quantization 
[17,28,29,18] can be based either on the smoothed form of the second 
principle of dynamic' or on a stochastic variational problem. The 
advantage of this second method relies on the fact that the gradient 
form of the velocity fields follows from the variational principle and 
is not an independent assumption. . 

We have given two equivalent forms of the variational principle. 
For one version boundary terms are inserted in the action functional 
and unconstrained control drift variations are allowed. For the other 
version the action functional does not contain boundary terms, but the 
control variations are restricted so that the density is kept point wise 
fixed at the end points of the generic time interval of variations. This 
equivalence between the two principles allows the interpretation of the 
phase function $ as a field of Lagrangian multipliers associated to 
the density constraints. Therefore $> can be considered as a variable 
conjugated to P , according to the usual hydrodynamical picture. 

While in classical mechanics and in standard stochastic control 
theory the variational principles are usually expressed in optimal form, 
where the functional s are not only made stationary with respect to 
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control variations but acquire optimum values (maxima or minima), we 
have not considered here this problem. We plan to deal with it in the 
future. 

The extension of our considerations to the c»se where the 
configuration space is a general Riemannian manifold 1s straightforward 
and is considered in jJ9J . In this framework it is interesting to 
see the interplay between geometric features and the ability of the 
Brownian motion to feel second order effects, as shown for example in {23 

Of particular interest is the case where the underlying confi
guration space is not simply connected. Then the variational principles, 
even in the classical case, can have a more refined formulation, where 
boundary terms or density constraint may depend on the connectivity 
properties of the trajectories. This peculiar features may lead to 
simulation of the half integer spin effects in the case of rotating 
bodies (30,31,32j or to spin-statistics effects, according to the 
development of general ideas already pointed out for example in |33j. 

Variational principles, very similar to those described in 
this paper, were considered for the ground state process of Euclidean 
field theory |34J , in the frame of a general program aiming at the 
connection between classical statistical mechanics and quanturr field 
theory. It would be interesting to see whether similar interpretation's 
hold also in our case. In particular the stochastic action functional 
could be connected to entropy properties of the trajectories appearing 
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in the Ito-Girsanov formula. 

Finally we would like to remark that the kinetic metric enters 
in our theory in two different places. Firstly it gives the kinetic 
action (as in the classical case), but 1t also determines the underlying 
Brownian disturbance (see also [23]). 
A natural extension of Interesting remarks by Davidson [26] seems to 
suggest, that the Brownian disturbance could be introduced without any 
relation with the kinetic metric on the configuration space. 

Therefore it would be very interesting to include also in 
the controller domain the metric associated to the Brownian motion, 
providing a wide generalization of the stochastic variational principles 
introduced in this paper. 

But it is clear that a major progress in the whole program 
of stochastic quantization would come from a better understanding of 
the physical origin of the underlying Brownian motion, so that in 
particular the form of stochastic action, assumed in this paper, could 
be explained in more fundamental terms. 
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